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The dlferences between informal and formal requirements spec@cation 
languages are noted, and the issue of bridging the gap between them is motivated 
and discussed. structured Analysis (SA) and the Vrenna Development Method 
(KDM) have been used as surrogate for informal and formal languages, 
respectively. Two approaches will be presented for integrating them. In the Jirst 
approach the SA model of a system is used to guide the analyst 3 understanding of 
the system and the development of the W M  specijications. The second approach 
proposes a rule-based method for generating VDM spec$cations from a set of 
corresponding SA specifications. These two approaches are illustrated through n 
simplified Methodology Information Exchange Service W E 5 J  problem. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The informal and formal specifications for the MIES problem is considered 
the goal for this paper. The MIES problem in the Multimedia environment is 
transmitting the pictures, voices; especially pictures in the form of stream of frames 
using Open Distributed Processing Systems (ODP) [I]. According to this problem 
three processes are used : Generating stream of frames for pictures, Monitoring 
stream of frames for pictures which belongs to the Quality of Service Violation 
(QoS-Violation) phase, and finally the Receiving stream of frames for pictures. 
The determination and specification of requirements are key activities in the 
development of computer-based information system [I]. It is recognized that "the 
better adapted the definition of hnctional requirements to organizational needs, 
and the more explicit and complete the statement of requirements-the greater the 

- system success" [2 ] .  

Therefore, it is crucial that the users' needs and problems are well 
understood and analyzed. The system requirements reflect these needs, and the 
requirements are translated into an adequate set of specifications for system 
construction. 
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There are three rules associated with the requirements engineering process : 

1 - At the front end of the process, the first role is that the user's needs provide the 
underlying rationale for the system under development [3] [4]. 

2- At the other end of requirements engineering process is the designer1 
constructor whose function is to translate the users7 requirements into an 
implemented software system. 

3- In between is the role of the information systems analyst as the requirements 
engineer who mediates between the users and the designer/constructor. 
According to this role the systems analyst requirements, the software engineer 
elicits the users' requirements, analyzes and documents them, and finally, 
transmits them to the designerlconstructor [I][5]. 

2. Formal and Informal Requirements Specification Languages: 

The requirements specification languages could be classified into two major 
classes : 

I- Formal Specification Languages. 

II- Informal Specification Languages. 

I- Formal Suecification Langua~es: 

One may have a mathematical (usually formal logic) basis and employ a 
formal notation to model the system requirements [6], [7]. On the other hand, 
precision and conciseness of specifications can be achieved by using the formal 
notation, because the formal notation can be analyzed and manipulated using 
mathematical operators, and the mathematical proof procedure can be used to test 
the internal consistency. The VDM can ensure completeness in the sense that all of 
the users' requirements have been met. Finally, as the final problem solution-the 
implementation of the system will be in a formal language. It is easy to avoid 
ambiguities in crossing the dividing line from formal specification to formal 
implementations [6]. 

II- Informal suecification langua~es : 

A combination of graphics and semiformal Textual - Languages could be 
used to describe and specify system requirements. Given the graphical and 
"English - like" nature of these languages, one provides an ideal vehicle for 
eliciting user requirements and communicating the analyst's understanding of the 
requirements back to the user for verification. The informal language specifications 
tend to be imprecise and ambiguous. So, there is a possibility that the user, 
requirements engineer, and the designerlconstructor will read their own 
understanding into the specifications [6]. Furthermore, the available operators for 
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reasoning and analysis of graphical and textual descriptions are limited and 
semistructured, human reasoning is the primary mechanism used for the analysis 
and verifying of informal language requirements specifications. 

2.1 Structured Analysis and Vienna Development Methodology Approaches: 

Structured Analysis (SA) and the Vienna Development Method (VDM) will 
be used as representatives of informal and formal requirements specification 
languages. 

According to Structured Analysis Approach, the graphical and 
semiformal notation are used to describe the flow, processing of data, the data and 
process structures, and the data processing logic of an information system. 

The Vienna Development Methodology Approach, has a well- developed 
mathematical system and proof rules for formal proofs of the specifications based 
on formal predicate logic and set theory. 

Structured Analysis could be used as cognitive guide to develop the VDM 
specifications. In this approach, the actual interaction between the SA and VDM 
specifications is done by a human analyst, who uses the SA specifications as a 
cognitive guide to the understanding and structuring of the system. The primary 
tool used in SA to describe and analyze a system is the Data Flow Diagram (DFD). 
The DFD at the highest level, describes the system as a data transformation process 
which receives input data flows and control signals from its environment, then 
processes or transforms them into output data flows and control signals which flow 
back to the environment. The highest level DFD is called " Context - diagram" [8]. 
The more detailed model of the overall system is built by partitioning the context 
diagram, i.e. the overall data transformation process, into subprocesses. Each of the 
subprocesses may be further partitioned into their lower level subprocesses until 
the bottom level processes calied "functional primitives" are reached. Functional 
primitives are not partitioned further; instead they are described using transform 
descriptions. The partitioning is camed out by tracing either the input data flows 
forward or data flows output backward into the system. A subprocess is recognized 
at the point where a data flow is operated upon or changes either its Quantitative or 
Qualitative attributes. The points of transformation of the data flows provide the 
heuristics for partitioning the higher - level transformation process. Finally, 
a process of "Topological Repartitioning" may be applied to the hierarchically 
partitioned set to minimize the number and complexity of interfaces between the 
partitioning [9]. 

The hierarchically partitioned Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) have a set of 
syntactic and semantic rules which need to be observed to ensure their 
completeness, correctness, and consistency. The definitions of the data structures 



can also be hierarchically successively partitioned into lower - level definitions 
until "self-defined" terms are reached [8]. 

2.2 The Transformation of SA into VDM Specification:- 

The formal language uses essentially auxiliary functions [6] ,  [7]. Auxiliary 
functions are used to identify the logical properties of the PRE, and POST 
conditions of specifications. The specifications in the VDM are usually developed 
by repeatedly refining complex specifications into subspecifications until they 
close to an implementation specification [8]. The cognitive technique to guide this 
stepwise specification refinement is based on the hierarchial partitioning 
techniques of Data Flow @F) analysis [S]. This cognitive approach might be 
considered similar to the use by Andrews and Gibbins [6] of the bottom level of an 
informal flowchart to develop formal specifications. 

The used technique in this research for guiding operational decomposition 
with transform partitioning consists of 

1. Representing the input and output data flows and exqernals in the Data 
Dictionary @D) in an abstract syntax. 

2. Giving a specification for each transform in the Data Flow Diagram set. 

3. Combining (using the VDM combination constructs sequence If- Then-Else) 
the specifications according to the architecture provided by the leveled DFD set. 

2.3 The Generation of VDM Specifications From SA Models: 

In this section we sketch a rule - based method for generating VDM 
specifications. In this method, the analyst therefore needs to recognize the structure 
inherent in the control flows and processes where necessary, restructure them to 
conform to the structured constructs [9], [lo], [I 11. This method can, however, be 
extended to include other control structures (such as repeated rule If - Then - Else) 
and other forms of process descriptions using structured english. The method 
consists of mapping decision table process description into VDM specifications 
using the decision table conversion rule, and then composing these specifications in 
a bottom-up fashion using the sequence composition rule (based on the precedence 
of the DFD [12]). 

2.3.1 W M  SpeciJicaion Generation Rules:- 

(A) Decision Table Conversion Rule 

The associated rule with column J of the decision table is the implication 
C A where : 

C is a conjunction of conditions. 

A is a conjunction of actions specified in column J. 
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The decision table conversion rule from a decision table to the structure for a 
VDM specification of an operation OP is given by : 

(a) Obtain ext-OP : the rd operands of ext-OP are the condition data or control 
flows and the Wr operands are the action data or control flows 181. 

(b) Obtain Prt+OP : is disjunction of the conditions. 

(c) Obtain Post-OP: is conjunction of the decision table rules [13][14]. 

(B) Sequence Composition Rule: 

Given two VDM Operations in Sequence A ; B, the specification of A ; B is 
obtained in the following two steps : 

Step 1 : Extext-A U ext-B 

Step2: { P r e - A ) ( A ; B )  {Post-A (Pre-B Post -B)) 

In step 2, means that if Pre - A is true for an initial state and A ends in a 
state for which Pre - B is true, then we may conclude that Post - B (as well as 
Post - A) is true. If, on the other hand, A ends in a state for which Pre - B isn't 
true, then no conclusion on Post - B is implied [15]. 

2.4 The SA approach for requirements Specification of The Methodology 
Information Exchange System (MIES) Problem. 

The SA of the MIES Problem can be described as follows 

I- The Essential Model: 

The essential Model is a model of what the system must do (fig. 1) in order 
to satisfy the users' requirements, with as little possible said about how the system 
will be implemented. The components of this model are the environmental model 
and behavioural model. 

Input data Documented fiIes. 

Fig.1 The Essential Model of the MIES problem. 
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11- The Environmental Model:- 

The environmental model defines the boundary between the system and the 
rest of the world. (i.e. it describes the outside of the system). It consists of a short 
description of the purpose of the system, A context-diagram and an event - list. 
The Description: The MIES problem could be shown as a distributed video player 
with the observable actions; Generating, Receiving, Quality of Service-Violation 
(QoS) for the stream of frames. 
Context-diagram: The next part of the environment model begins to answer some 
of the questions raised by the statement of purpose of the system. A context model 
(Fig. 2) is a special case of the DFD, in which a single bubble represents the entire 
system, it consists of terminators, data flows, control flows, data stores and a single 
process represent the entire system. 

Fig.2 Context model of MIES Problem 

received 

111- The Behaviourd Model : 

+ 
stream 

This Model describes the required behaviour of the insides of the system 
necessary to interact successfidly with the environment (Fig.3). T'his model 
consists of DFDs, Data Dictionary (DD), State Transition Diagrams (STDs) and 
process specification. In the SA model we concentrate on DFDs and DD only. It is 
noted that the Data Flow Diagrams of this problem consists of three levels as in 
(Fig. 4), (Fig. 5), (Fig.6). 

Receiving 

The MIES problem shows a distributed video player with the observable 
action : generating, displaying, QoS-violation (the Quality of the service). The 
behaviour within this problem consists of a producer who has a role to generating 

Monitoried- 
stream 

'I 
QoS-Violation 
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Activate- / 
-"TI0 w / 

Pig. 3 The Behavioral Madel of MIES Problem 
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and transmitting frames, a consumer receiving and displaying these frames and a 
stream object modeling a synchronous communication between these two 
processes. In addition a clock and a monitor object are introduced to canyout the 
necessary quality of service management 19 ],[I 61. 

This algorithm illustrates the MIES problem using LOTOS languages [lo]:- 
Process producer [ generate, transmit] : noexit : = 

(generate ? frame : picture ; transmit ! frame ; 

producer [generate, transmit]) 

I [generate] I 
generator [generate] (0) 

where 

process generate [generate] (frame - no : picture) : noexit : = 

(* this process generates an infinite number of frames which 

may then be transmitted by the producer *) 

generate ! frame - no ; stop 

generator [generate] ( succ ( frame - no)) 

END proc (* generator *) 

END proc (* producer*) 

Process consumer [receive , display ] : noexit : = 

Receive ? frame : picture ; display ! frame ; 

Consumer [receive , display] 

END proc (* consumer *) 

Process monitor [display, QoS-violation] : noexit : = 

Display? Frame : picture ; 

(monitor [display, QoS-violation] 

QoS-violation ; stop 

) 

END proc (*monitor*). 
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Preduce No. Frame 
I 

Required -bandwidth 

Fig. 4 Level.1 Generating Stream of Frames . 

Fig. 5 Level. 2 Receiving Stream of Framcs . 

.-----L - - _  - Consumrr - - - - -1 

Pig. 6 1,cvci. 3 Qualifiying Stream of Frarr 
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(I) Generating - Process Specification: 

(I) Level - Decision Table (Process Description):- 

According to fig. 4 the inputs of generating process are activate flow, 
required bandwidth and desired - stream which have the logical probabilities to 
occur, where T indicates the occurrence of the event and F indicates the not 
occurrence of the event. Also the outputs of the same process are produce number 
of frames and transmit them where Y indicates the occurrence of the event and N 
indicates not occurrence of the event taking the case of the inputs in the 
consideration. 

(a) Obtain Ext-Generating Stream:- 

This table determines the condition data or control flows data fiom input data. 

Generating control flow I Mode Variable Mode 

3 
d 

5 . d 
g 
ir 
a 

T T T T F F  F F  

T T F F T T F F  

T F T F T F T F  

Y N Y  N N N N N  

Input 

Activate-flow 

Required-bandwidth 

Desired-stream 

Activate - Flow 

Required - bandwidth 

Desired - stream 

Produce - No of frames 

Rd Actv Boolean 

Wr Rb Req 

Wr Des Des ir 

(b) The Resulting Ext Statement is:- 

The statements from the previous table according to the mode of the input 
data are structured. 

Ext rd actv : Bool, Wr Rb : Req, Wr Des : Desir 

(c) The Postcondition:- 

The conditions that make the inputs true are determined. 

If actv = true and Rb = 200 then 

Des(Desir) = True 
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(2) The YDM specification of the Generating process:- 

The combination of the resulting Ext. statement and the postconditions 
statements of the inputs create the VDM specification of the process. 

Ext rd actv : Bool, Wr Rb : Req, Wr Des : Desir 

If Actv = True and Rb = 200 then Des (Desir) = True 

(3) The YDM specification for Generating process from the decision tabk using 
the decision table conversion rule:- 

In this sections, the VDM Specification for the generating process is resuIted 
from the decision table. And determining for all Iogical probabilities that consider 
the process is true or false. 

Ext rd actv : Bool, Wr rb : Req, Wr Des : Desir 

Post (If actv = true and Rb = 200 and Des = True Then 

PRO = True and Tr = True) 

And 

(If actv = True and Rb = 200 and Des = false Then PRO = True and 
Tr =True) 

And 

(If actv = True and Rb < > 200 and Des = True Then Pro = True and 
Tr = false) 

And 

(If actv = true and Rb < > 200 and Des = false'Then Pro = true and 
Tr = false) 

And 

(If actv = false and Rb = 200 and Des = True Then Pro = false and. Tr  = 

false). 

(11) Receiving - process specification: 

(I) Level - decision table (process descn'pti0n):- 

According to fig.5 the inputs of receiving process are activate-flow, rec- - 
compressed stream and required-bandwidth which have the logical probabilities to 
occur, where T indicates the occurrence of the event and F indicates the not 
occurrence of the event. Also the outputs of the same process are receive-process 
display process and monitored-stream where, Y indicates the occurrence of the 
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(a) Obtain Ext - Receivine stream:- 

event and N indicates not occurrence taking the case of the inputs 
consideration. 

This table determines the rd data which is considered the condition data and 
the data which is considered the control flow. 

I 

T T T T F F F  F 

T  T F F T T F F 

T F T F T F T  F 

Y Y Y  Y N N N N  

Y N N  N N N N N  

Y Y Y  Y  N N N N  

Input 

Output 

Activate - Flow 

Rec - Compressed stream 

Required - bandwidth 

Receive - process 

Display - process 

Monitored - stream 

Rec - compressed stream I Wr Rec Rece 

Receiving control flow 

Activate - flow 

Required - bandwidth 1 Wr Rb Req 

Mode variable Mode 

Rd Actv Boolean 

(b) The result in^ Ext Statement is :- 

The statements from the previous table according to the mode of the input 
data are structured. 

Ext rd actv : Bool , Wr Rec : Rece, Wr Rb : Req 

I 

(c) The Postcondition:- 

The conditions that make the inputs true are determined. 

If actv = True and Rb = 1 Then Rec = Next and Rb = Req (Rec). 

(2) The W M  specification of the Receiving -process:- 

The combination of the resulting Ext. statement and the postconditions 
statements of the inputs create the VDM specification of the process. 

Ext rd actv : Bool, wr Rec : Rece, wr Rb : Req 

The Postcondition: 

If actv = True and Rb = 1 

in the 

Then Rec = Next and Rb Req (Rec) 

296 
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(3) T?te VDM specification for Receiving process generated from the decision 
table using the decision table conversion rule: 

In this phase, the VDM specification for the receiving process is resulted 
from the decision table, and determining for all logical probabilities that consider 
the receiving process is true or false. 

Ext rd actv : Boo1 wr Rec : Rece, wr Rb : Req 

Pre True 

Post (If Actv = True and Rec = True and Rb = 1) 

Then Recp = True and Disp = True and Monit = True) 

And 

(If Actv = True and Rec = True and Rb < > 1 Then Recp = True and 
Disp = False and Monit = True) 

And 

(If Actv = True and Rec = false and Rb = 1 Then Recp = True and 
Disp = False and Monit = True) 

And 

(If Actv = True and Rec = False and Monit = False Then Recp = True and 
Disp = False and Monit = True) 

And 

(If Actv = False and Rec = True and Monit = True) Then Recp = False and 
Disp = False and Monit = False) 

(111) Qualification-process specification (QoS - Violation process) 

(1) Level - Decision table (process description): 

According to Fig. 6, the inputs of qualifying process are activate - flow and 
required - bandwidth which have the logical probabilities to occur, where T 
indicates the occurrence of the event and F indicates the not occurrence of the 
event. Also, the outputs of the same process are qualifLing - process, ticked stream 
and displaying - monitored stream where Y indicated the occurrence of the event 
and N indicates not occurrence of the event, taking the case of the inputs in the 
consideration. 
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Input 

Output 

Activate - Flow 

Required - Bandwidth 

Qualifying - Process 

Ticked - Stream 

Displaying Monitored 
Stream 

(a) Obtain Ext - Oualification - urocess:- 

 hi^ fable, determines the condition data rd or control flows data wr from 

input data. 

Qualifying control flow 

Activate - flow 

Rec - compressed stream 

Monitoring - stream 

Clocking - stream 

Required - bandwidth 

Mode Variable Mode 

Rd Actv Boolean 

Wr Rec Rece 

Wr Mon Monit 

Wr C1 Clo 

Wr Rb Req 

(b) The Resulting Ext statement:- 

The statements from the previous table according to the mode of the input 
data are structured. 

Ext rd actv : Bool, Wr Rec : Rece, Wr Mon : Monit, 

Wr  C1 : Clo, Wr Rb : Req. 

(c) The Postcondition:- 

The conditions that make the inputs true are determined. 

If actv = True and C1= 1 and Rb = 1 Then Rec = Next 

And C1 = CI(Rec) 

And Rb = Req(Rec) 

And Mon = Monit(Rec) 

(2) The 1.2)M specification of the Qualvying -process :- 

This phase is considered the combination of the resulting Ext. statements and 
the postconditions statements of the inputs data that create the VDM specification 
of this process. 

298 
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Ext rd actv : Bool, Wr Rec : Rece, Wr Mon : Monit, Wr C1: Clo, 
Wr Rb : Req 

If actv =true and C1= 1 and Rb = 1 Then Rec = Next 

And C1= C1 (Rec) 

And Rb = Req (Rec) 

And Mon = Monit (Rec) 

(3) The W M  specificntion for Qualifying -process generated from the decision 
table using the decision table conversion Rule 

The VDM specification for the qualifying process is resulted from the 
decision table, and determining for all logical probabilities that consider this 
process is true or false. 

Ext rd actv : Booi, Wr Rec : Rece, Wr Mon : Monit, Wr C1: Clo, 
Wr Rb : Req. 

PRE = True 

Post (If Actv = True AND Rb = 1 Then Qual = True and Tic = True and 
Disms = True) 

And 

(If actv = True and Rb < > 1 Then Qual = True and Tic = True and 
Disms = False) 

And 

(If actv = False and Rb =I Then Qua1 = False and Tic = False and 
Disms = False) 

In general, the composition Rule for all processes of MIES problem 
(generating, Receiving, Qualifying a stream of frames) is combined of all the VDM 
specifications, where the VDM specification is generated fiom the decision table 
using the decision table conversion rule. 

3. Discussion And Concluding Remarks:- 

In this research, the issue of bridging the gap between informal and formal 
requirements specification languages is addressed and integrating, the two 
approaches for doing so. These two approaches are illustrated through a simplified 
MIES problem. 

The cognitive approach initially uses structured analysis (SA) specifications 
as an aid to human understanding and cognition. This understanding helps the 
requirements engineer develop top-level specifications of the system using the 
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formal VDM specification language. The approach then lets SA guides the 
stepwise refinement of the VDM specifications. Precision, unambiguity, 
provability, and error detection are the benefits of the approach. This approach, 
however, requires the use of considerable human effort, thdang and heuristics for 
coming up with a set of top-level and stepwise-refined VDM specification. 

Given the basis of VDM in predicate logic, it may also be possible to 
automatically convert the VDM specification of a process at a certain level of the 
DFD into an executable prototype ; e.g., In Prolog. Such a prototype can be usefid 
in human understanding of a process which in turn can help in analyzing and 
assessing the SA and VDM models of the system. Furthermore, with the current 
research in translating VDM into Ada. This approach provides a promise of 
producing Ada code from informal structured analysis requirements specifications. 

ISSUES GENERA TED FOR FUTURE WORK 

From the perspective of the informal specifications community, it provides 
specification verification mechanisms and the resulting rigour and precision in 
specification. Additionally, through. formal specifications, it moves the informal 
specification community closer to the possibility of automated code generation. 

From the perspective of the formal specifications community, it extends the 
applicability of formal sp= i t i ons ln to%ion t  - end requirements elicitation 
process. The reason for the slow acceptance of the formal specifications seems to 
be the high learning time and the lack of communicability of formal requirements 
specifkation languages. By developing methods and mechanisms for translating 
informal specifications into formal specifications, the process of developing and 
verifying formal specifications can be made transparent to the unsophisticated user. 
These formal methods could become useful earlier in the requirements 
specification process. 

Finally, the synergy created by the integration of the two approaches can 
create benefits for the whole requirements process that are greater than the sum of 
benefits accruing to each of the formal and informal camps. It may become 
possible to conduct the requirements elicitation and requirements assurance tasks in 
a truly concurrent and interleaved manner with the informal part ofthe method 
eliciting the requirements and the formal part verifying them in an iterative fashion, 
then the overall quality and efficiency of the requirements elicitation process 
should be increased. 
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